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About This Game

Break Stuff with Coins is both a First Person and a Third 'Coin' Perspective game, where you get to Break Stuff with Coins,
without having to deal with the consequences that usually follows.

The premise is simple; you toss coins from various fixed positions in each level and try to break as much stuff as possible- You
can even set stuff on fire, with the right coin. If you use your wits you may even get to play various forms of mini-games,

including Whack-A-Mole, a Slotmachine, simulating an alien invasion, and more; all done by tossing coins.

Break Stuff with Coins is first and foremost a wacky physics destruction game, but also contains elements of exploration and
puzzles.

With 20 unique coins to unlock, each with their own stats, bonuses, and effects, you will have at least 20 good reasons to play
(and replay) the 7 levels with a high replay value. On top of that, there's a good handful of mini-games and toys to unlock.

To top it all off, you will be accompanied by your witty butler, Nigel Wadsworth III, who will be your loyal companion
throughout the game, giving you words of encouragement along the way.
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Title: Break Stuff With Coins
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MKJ Interactive
Publisher:
MKJ Interactive
Release Date: 3 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Core i3 4005U (1.7GHz) or Equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4400 or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card:

English,Danish,German
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break stuff with coins. break stuff with lyrics

Fun game that wants you to explore, break stuff and find weird ways of getting points. Bring out your creative side and throw
some coins around!. I Love this game!

For me, it has everything this kind of games shoud have:

Easy game mechanics (the name of the game sais everything)

A lot of stuff to explore (just try something and you might be suprised)

Secrets (try to find them yoursefl ;P )

Collections (Coins and Achievement, can you get them all?)
Try it yourself and you will understand, but be careful:
  This game is addictive!

And if you find bugs, just report them.
These often get solved within a day!. https:\/\/youtu.be\/OMY2_wM8dJY

Overall I have this to say about the game: Good base! Needs some work still.

The gameplay consists of flicking a coin and hitting objects, either to break them or to interact with them. You rack up
points by breaking multiple items with one coin flick, or by finding hidden creative bonuses - these include using your
coins to make special events happen such as me popping the popcorn in my gameplay video.

The game features a delightful butler-like narrator which is really well done I must say. Absolutely love the voice acting
there.

The gameplay needs a bit of work. To get past the first area you need to rack up 75,000 points apparently. I played a bit
and only got a few thousand. I may just stink at the game but I found it incredibly difficult to get and huge combos. It
would be nice if the room was set up in creative ways that allowed for more combo-shots. Again, I might just stink at the
game and didn't notice anything like this. But as things were it would've taken a long time just to unlock the next area.
The first area was really bland and I'm sure it could be really improved.

Overall I say this game has a great base, and with further work and updates it could be a great one.

Great idea, good mechanics, good presentation, just needs work on level design.. Really fun game, lots of unlockables
and achievements.
Found 1 serious bug so far, dev fixed it within 24 hours.
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